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MIDDLE SECTION 

                 SUBJECT VERB AGREEMENT- WORKSHEET (REVISION) 

NAME----------------------------- CLASS & SEC-------VI------------------------ 

1. Fill up the blanks using the correct verb from the bracket. 

a. We --------- happy to receive you as our guest.  (is /  are ) 

b. Destruction of trees ----------------- global warming. (cause /  causes ) 

c. Reading ---------- my favourite past time.( is  / are ) 

d. People ------------ different languages in different parts of the world.(speak/ 

speaks ) 

e. The whole  area-------------- waterlogged by the flood.(were / was ) 

f. Riya told me that she   ------------ learnt swimming long back. (has, had ) 

g. I always  ------------------ my teachers and parents.(  respecting. respect ) 

h. Nowadays, the weather ------------ very pleasant. (has,  is ) 

i. There ----------- a big queue near the ATM last night.(is , was ) 

J. Siya------------------- to school early everyday  (comes , come ) 

2. Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the verb given in the brackets. 

a. French  and English ---------- my favourite languages. (be ) 

b, You and Jim  -------------- going to do the project on environment.( be ) 

c. Everyone --------------- me how I do Maths sums so well (ask ) 

d. I suggested two ideas and both ----------- accepted. (are ) 

e. A little ----------been done to solve the air pollution in our country.( have ) 



f. One of the students in my class --------- irregular in studies.( be ) 

g. Bread and butter--------- my favourite  breakfast. (are ) 

h. My parents as well as my relatives --------- looking for a good house. (is) 

I. Ram along with his friends -------- going for a movie. (be) 

j. Several of the tourists------------ sick after a long voyage by ship. (is ) 

3. Rearrange the jumbled words to make meaningful sentences: 

a. five/red roses/ saw/ yesterday/single/I/ on/ branch/ a 

Ans---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

b. revise/of/some/I/to/need/the/lessons/bed/ to/ I/ go/before 

Ans----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c. We/ Whitee/ our dog/ call 

Ans----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

d. mother/ happy/ my/is/all the time 

Ans------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

e. where/ kept/ I / forgot/I/ library books/ my 

Ans------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

f. of/ discipline/utmost/student’s/is/in/importance/a/life 

Ans------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


